Congratulations!

Timmy Li has accepted a faculty position as Administrative Director of Clinical Research for Emergency Medicine at Northwell Health in Long Island, NY! Timmy is a current PhD student in epidemiology and has been working with us on prehospital and geriatric research studies since he began his doctoral work in 2012. This exciting new position will start in July 2017 after Timmy completes his doctoral dissertation defense. At Northwell, Timmy will be responsible for overseeing the clinical research infrastructure, managing the resident research program, enhancing research productivity for the department, collaborating with other researchers, and continuing to pursue his own research interests. We wish Timmy the best in his new position!

Karen Knauff was selected as a recipient of the 2017 Mark Tuohey Jr. Award which is presented annually by the Monroe County Traffic Safety Board. She will be honored at the 20th Annual Monroe County STOP-DWI Program/Traffic Safety Board Awards Luncheon on Tuesday, March 7th.

Erik Kvamme and Joshua Smith will become EM Ultrasound Fellows beginning in July 2017. Currently both are PGY 3’s and Chief Residents.

Angela Barskaya, Christine Johnstone and Vasisht Srinivasan will be the new 2017-18 Chief Residents.

Welcome

Sarah Dermady was recently hired as a Health Project Coordinator on our Traumatic Brain Injury Research Team, and will be coordinating the athlete/TBI research projects.

Publications


Upcoming

There are a number of upcoming conferences our faculty and staff will be attending including the following:

AIUM (American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine). March 25-29 in Orlando, FL.

ACMT (American College of Medical Toxicology). March 31-April 2 in San Juan, PR.

SGIM (Society of General Internal Medicine). April 19-22 in San Diego, CA.

AAN (American Academy of Neurology). April 22-28 in Boston, MA.

CORD (Council of Emergency Medicine Residency Directors). April 27-30 in Ft. Lauderdale, FL.

SAEM (Society for Academic Emergency Medicine). May 16-19 in Orlando, FL.

ACSM (American College of Sports Medicine). May 30-June 3 in Denver, CO.

** Due to the amount of presentations, a special edition newsletter will be distributed.